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Abstract
Last-mile distribution causes more obstacles in urban areas all over the world. Increased volumes of packages to be delivered forcustomer homes is directly increasing the number of delivery vans movement inside the urban areas and thus add to congestion andnegative health impact. Therefore, it is anything but surprising that in recent years many traditional delivery concepts on the last milehave been innovated. Among the most prominent are unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) and autonomous delivery robots taking overparcel delivery. In this paper we introduce the autonomous latching and unlatching concept for urban vehicle with trailer. Consideringthe fact that latching and unlatching operations generally happen in unstructured environments where obstacles are left lying around,the whole latching and unlatching process is divided into two phases, namely the trailer repositioning phase and the autonomouslatching and unlatching phase. The benefits in last-mile logistics of using this autonomous trailer for unattended deliveries areevaluated in simulation with Anylogic software. Four different scenarios are simulated and compared: traditional vans without trailers;traditional vans to which trailers can be added manually; traditional vans with autonomous coupling capable trailers; autonomous vanswith autonomous coupling capable trailers.
Keywords: Urban-logistics; Last-mile deliveries;Trailer;Autonomous vehicles;Autonomous coupling capable trailer;Simulation.

1. Introduction

Last-mile deliveries in urban areas are increasingly a crit-ical issue. This is because the number of trips made bycommercial vehicles is increasing, with load factors of-ten very low. The related problems are: commercial ve-hicles occupy public land, especially when parked, oftenirregularly, to make deliveries; commercial vehicles oftenproduce emissions and noise that contribute to environ-mental and acoustic pollution in urban areas; commercialvehicles contribute to urban congestion and consequentlyto the increase of travel times.
Among the causes of the increase in the number of jour-

neys made by commercial vehicles are: the reduction ofstorage space of shops in urban areas, the increase in e-commerce (an increase that has been further boosted bythe limits imposed by the recent pandemic: see for in-stance, the boom in deliveries of ready-to eat meals), andthe ever-increasing demand for customized products.
1.1. Potential solutions

• The clustering of deliveries of small parcels in a fewcommon delivery locations (see lockers etc). Thismakes it possible both to reduce the number of kilo-meters that commercial vehicles have to travel in order
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to make deliveries to individual recipient doors and toreduce the number of stops to make deliveries to indi-vidual recipients doors and the associated occupationof public land. Instead, recipients must pick up theirparcel at the place where it was left when it suits thembest, within a defined time window. Delivery locationscould be attended or unattended.• The use of electric vehicles, which do not pollute inurban areas where population density is high.• The introduction of unmanned vehicles that can oper-ate autonomously during night, or in any case off-peakhours, lightening the traffic congestion of peak periods.The absence of the driver also leads to reduced opera-tive costs and, for the same vehicle size, a higher loadcapacity.
The paper proposes the use of trailers to be attached tovans used for last mile deliveries in urban areas. The trailerallows to increase the load capacity of the van, when nec-essary. The trailer, which contains goods for only one com-mercial activity, is left in the vicinity of the retailer and, inthe time that the retailers’ personnel collect their goodsfrom the trailer, the van can be used to complete deliveriesin the area. The paper presents a system for automaticallylatching/unlatching of the trailer to the van. This allowsto reduce the time of the operation that is currently donemanually and, in the future, to prepare the possibility ofusing autonomous vehicles that can latch and unlatch theirown trailer independently. A simulator was developed withAnylogic to be able to evaluate and quantify the benefits ofthe proposed logistics system in specific realities: the pro-posed logistics system was simulated for the city of Genoa,Italy for a known deterministic and fixed freight demand.The research question to be answered in the proposed re-search is what is the impact of the proposed system interms of costs for those who provide the logistics service.The article is structured as follows: Section 2 introducesthe key concepts underlying the proposed logistics model:attended or unattended deliveries, use of trailers in logis-tics, transition towards autonomous vehicles in urban lo-gistics. Section 3 describes the models proposed for trailerautonomous latching/unlatching operations and for thelogistic service. Section 4 presents the scenarios that arecompared and describes the KPIs that have been identifiedfor their evaluation and comparison. There are 4 scenariosthat have been simulated: the first one refers to a fleetof traditional vans and constitutes the reference scenario(non-intervention scenario); the second one refers to afleet of traditional vans to which trailers can be manuallyattached; the third one refers to a fleet of conventional vansto which trailers can be autonomously attached and thelast scenario deals with autonomous vans and autonomouslatching/unlatching operations. Section 5 describes thesimulation model developed with Anylogic and the Section6 the simulation experiments and the results. Section 7presents the conclusions and closes the article.

2. State of the art

In the following we referred to last mile deliveries in urbanareas. Freight could be delivered to final customers whobought online or to retailers. The term “home deliveries”in the following could refer to deliveries to customer homesor to retailer shops. As it concerns the delivery location,this can be attended or unattended (Cepolina et al., 2021).
2.1. Attended deliveries

• Home deliveries: The customer has to stay at homewaiting for the delivery. When the customer is not athome at the time of delivery, i.e., first time deliveryfailure, it causes higher operating costs for online re-tailers/carriers and inconveniences to customers thatlead to lower satisfaction. The advantage is that the cus-tomer has not to cover any distance for collecting theproducts.• Collection points like petrol stations or corner shops:the customer is free to choose his/her more convenienttime for the collection but have to pass through thecollection point, making a deviation in his/her dailyroute.• Lockers/reception boxes: fixed location. DHL ParcelGermany runs the Pack-station service, which allowscustomers to self-collect parcels, 24 hours a day, sevendays a week, in fixed locations. (Punakivi and Tanska-nen, 2002) show that transportation costs using theshared reception box concept are 55-66 per cent lowerin comparison with the current standard concept withattended reception and two-hour delivery time win-dows.• Lockers which position is daily optimised.(Molfinoet al., 2014) propose, within the FURBOT EU project(FP7-SST-2011-RTD-1), a last mile delivery systembased on mobile safe parcel-lockers and a small elec-tric vehicle (the FURBOT prototype). Parcel-lockers areconsolidated in the Urban Consolidation Centre withpackages addressed to many customers. Each parcel-locker is addressed to a temporary unloading bay wherethe customers need to self-collect the parcels. The un-loading bay is selected in order to minimize the dis-tance the customers have to cover for collecting theirproducts from the parcel-locker (Cepolina, 2016). Theparcel-locker is delivered to the assessed temporary un-loading bay by FURBOT and is automatically unloaded(Masood et al., 2021) and left there for a given timewindow. Afterwards, the empty parcel-locker is auto-matically collected by FURBOT and moved to the UrbanConsolidation Centre, for a new delivery trip.• Lockers fixed on a van. The locker is fixed on the vanand the customers collect their products directly fromthe van, while it is parked in a convenient place. Thissolution requires a narrow collection time. This ser-vice is cold, by the Udelv company, the Mobile Locker.Their autonomous delivery vans (ADVs) are filled withgoods in one location. The vans drive to another ‘hot
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spot’, where it sits while, as many as 32 delivery cus-tomers, come out to retrieve their goods. Udelv (Urbandelivery vehicles) are already used as Mobile Locker forgrocery delivery as well as Nuro R2 and CargoPod byOxobotica. Draeger’s Market, a San Mateo (CA) grocerystore, is using the udelv ADV; the shop has an agree-ment with multiple office buildings, for free grocerydelivery during a specific day of the week. Draeger’sMarket pickers load the udelv vehicle at 4:00pm. Thevehicle arrives close to an office building by 4:30pm,and sits until 5:30pm. Customers retrieve their orderwhen they exit from the office, before to take the car togo home(Cepolina et al., 2021).
2.2. Unattended deliveries

In the pandemic period, this delivery methods becomemore important for safety issues since they guaranteecontact-less: products do not need to go directly fromdriver’s hands to customer’s hands. Unattended deliverycan be simply leaving an item on someone’s doorstep, orin their garden, but this brings many security concerns.Some of the secure unattended delivery methods are re-ported in the following.
According to (Coutinho, 2018), unattended reception isthe optimal service concept from the perspective of costefficiency. It allows for greater operating efficiency but re-quires investment in reception solutions at the consumerend. From e-shoppers’ point of view, it could reduce thetime in waiting for delivery. However, unattended deliveryis not always the preferred choice for the customers: ac-cording to results of a survey related to online shopping inUK (El Raoui et al., 2018), most consumers resulted againstunattended safe boxes; instead, they are in favour of usinga neighbouring house or collection points, so long as thesecollection points are within short distance and is time con-venient. As it concerns the delivery vehicle, the trailer, inroad transport, is mainly used to temporarily increase theload capacity of a truck. There are a variety of trailer typesand widths to transport different categories of goods. Eachtype of trailer is suitable for a specific purpose, e.g. a stan-dard or oversized load. The use of trailers in logistics is alsorelated to loading units and multi-modal transport. Thecrucial phase in multi-modal transport is the load break-ing, when the goods move from one mode of transport toanother one. The semi-trailer with the load it contains canbecome a load unit that is coupled/uncoupled to differenttractor units in multi-modal transport. In rail wagons,the semi-trailer is transported without the tractive unit,which is uncoupled beforehand to lift the semi-trailer ontothe wagon. At the end of the rail journey, the semi-traileris re-coupled to a tractive unit that takes it to its destina-tion. As far as we know, there is nothing in the literatureon the use of trailers as temporary ’locker’, meaning thatthe trailer is parked temporarily in an urban area and therecipients of the goods contained in it go to the trailer’stemporary parking bay to collect their parcels from the

trailer.Unattended deliveries by using autonomous latchingcapable trailer, drones and droids in urban logistics facedifferent kind of issues like cyber-attacks, insurance andpermits. Government is in-charge of handling permit re-lated issues. manufactures are in-charge of handling in-surance. Cyber-attacks prevention can be managed byadding necessary equipment and anti hack safety systemsinstalled.
3. THE PROPOSED MODEL

3.1. AUTONOMOUS LATCHING-UNLATCHING

Autonomous latching capability is a key technology in fu-ture logistic and manufacturing industries. In manuallatching accurate vehicle parking operations are need toalign the vehicle and the trailer parallel. Then, manuallythe coupler, coupler mount should be fixed. In general, au-tonomous latching and unlatching is defined as a problemof positioning a robot to a target with a desired orientation(Fujimoto and Tokhi, 2010), which is similar to the def-initions of navigation or visual-servo regulation (Zhanget al., 2011; Li et al., 2015; Villagra and Herrero-Pérez, 2011).However, docking requires higher accuracy than these twoproblems because a less precise maneuver may result in acollision with the target (Elbert and Lehner, 2020), whichcan cause huge economic losses. Furthermore, docking op-erations may be subject to additional transient constraintsintroduced by the structure of the docking mechanism. Ina modern automotive sector, physically connected robotswill be deployed, which can be assembled by dynamicallylatching and unlatching individual robots into one unit inorder to transport large objects, as well as autonomouslyself-detach to perform individual tasks In this paper weintroduce the autonomous latching and unlatching con-cept for urban vehicle with trailer using relative positionand orientation measurements of the target. Consideringthe fact that target is latching and unlatching operationsgenerally happen in unstructured environments whereobstacles are left lying around, the whole latching and un-latching process is divided into two phases, namely thetrailer repositioning phase and the autonomous latchingand unlatching phase. To achieve an autonomous latchingto the vehicle by the trailer, continuous signals and datawill be sent out from the sensors and the transmitters tocontrol unit of the trailer and control unit sends the com-mand to activate the latching or unlatching. 1 shows sen-sor placing and reading angles in both vehicle and trailerin the proposed model. In the latching stage, lateral andlongitudinal movements of the trailer are required for thetrailer to reposition itself and make its alignment to latchwith the vehicle. In this research the trailer is a buildingunit.Control unit is positioned in the trailer. Fixed to thetrailer frame. This control unit controls the lateral, verticaland horizontal movement of the trailer. The vertical andlateral movement of the trailer is done by activating the
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Figure 1. Sensor placing and Layout of both vehicle and trailer.

hydraulic cylinders. Control unit works based on the in-formation is received by the sensors, latching-Unlatchingcommand received by the vehicle. After procuring the im-age data of the sensor, the control unit commands to theactuators which handles the movement of AL-KO Mam-mut component, hydraulic cylinders to successfully latchand unlatch of the vehicle.

Figure 2. Top view blog diagram of the trailer.

Figure 3. Side view blog diagram of the trailer.

The main requirements for autonomous capability arecontrol unit, Hydraulic cylinders, position sensors, AL-KOAMS Mammut device. Initially, the trailer is in a parkingposition. The trailer is in the contestant position. Now,the vehicle moves near to the trailer and halts in a posi-tion which is at a visible distance from the vehicle and thetrailer. Figure shows the possible layouts of how the vehi-cle and the trailer will be parked in a state. Sometimes, thevehicle coupler and trailer coupler align parallelly or both

align at parallel distance or align at a certain angle. Now,after the vehicle alignment. The vehicle transmits the sig-nal to the trailer for latching. the control unit of the trailerreceives the signal and send the signal to actuators fromthe data received from the optical and positional sensorsplaced on the trailer. The sensors, reads the data of dis-tance of the latch’s coupler from the latch receiver. Heightof the coupler and also sends the information about an-gular distance from the latch coupler to the latch receiver.Finally, after successful latching, the optical sensor sendsthe information to the control unit. Now, the control unitactivates the actuator of the safety pin lock. This safetypin locks the latching coupler. After the locking done bythe safety pin; the sensor data is again sent to control unit.The control unit reads the data and transmits that latchingis successfully done or latching is not successful.
3.2. THE LOGISTIC SYSTEM FOR LAST MILE DELIV-

IERIES

Retailers place orders to producers. The goods are trans-ported from the production sites to the distribution cen-ter. In the distribution centre, goods are stored temporar-ily and then consolidated. If a large volume of goods isdestined for a single retailer, these are consolidated intoa trailer. Small parcels, on the other hand, are groupedaccording to their delivery address and are loaded on avan. The trailer is then coupled to a van based on deliveryaddresses: the trailer will have a destination within thegeographical area that the van is to serve. The deliveryservice is both assisted and unassisted: deliveries associ-ated with the trailer are unassisted, those made by the vanare assisted. For the clustering of parcels, the algorithmsproposed in (Cepolina, 2016) are adopted. The trailer ishitched to the van. Van plus trailer reach the unloading bayof the trailer. The trailer is then left here. The van, withoutthe trailer, continues to make deliveries in the area around.The van then, returns to the point where its trailer wasleft. The trailer is hitched to the van and van plus trailertravel again to the distribution center.
4. SCENARIOS TO BE COMPARED

Referring to the proposed last mile distribution logisticsservice, we want to compare different levels of automationassociated with van driving and latching/unlatching oper-ations. Four scenarios were therefore defined: Scenario 1refers to a fleet of traditional vans. Scenario 2 refers to afleet of traditional vans to which trailers may be manuallyattached: in this case the load capacity increases (to thatof the van is added that of the trailer), the number of tripsconsequently decreases, the time of a trip increases formanual latching/unlatching operations. Scenario 3 refersto a fleet of conventional vans to which trailers can possiblybe autonomously attached: in this case, the load capacityincreases (and is the same as in scenario 2), the number oftrips consequently decreases, the time of a trip decreases
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compared to scenario 2 because the latching/unlatchingoperations take place autonomously.

Figure 4. Types of vehicle and trailer scenarios.

Scenario 4 coincides with scenario 3 but here the van isself-driving and therefore the loading capacity is higher.In this scenario is not the driver and therefore it refersto a near future in which self-driving vehicles will be al-lowed to circulate in public roads in urban areas. The firstexperiments in Europe of logistics services operated byautonomous vehicles in urban contexts are taking placein some pilots financed by the H2020 SHOW project, forinstance in the city of Trikala (Greece). In Figure 4 theproposed scenarios to be compared.
4.1. KPI definition

The comparison between the proposed scenarios is madeby referring to one KPI that is expressed in terms of dis-utilities. The scenario with the lower KPI is preferable.The KPI is the overall cost for delivering the wholefreight demand. The cost has a fixed component and avariable component, which is a function of the time trav-elled. The fixed cost is given by the cost of a van multipliedby the number of vans in the fleet plus the cost of a trailermultiplied by the number of trailers in the fleet plus themaintenance costs. The variable cost is given by the num-ber of hours travelled to satisfy the entire freight demandmultiplied by the unit cost of the travelled hour.

KPI1 = Ctot = Cfix + Cvar (1)

Cvar = euro
Km ∗ KmTravelled + euro

h ∗ deliverytime (2)

Cfix = euro
van ∗ Vansfleet + euro

trailer ∗ Trailersfleet (3)
Please note that in euro/h it is include personnel costs(for driving and for manual latching/unlatching opera-tions). The cost is carried at a daily cost. The costs of vanand trailer are depreciated and carried at daily cost.Loading operations in the distribution center are com-mon in all the 4 scenarios and therefore have not been

introduced in the comparison.
5. SIMULATION MODEL BY ANYLOGIC

This Simulation modelling solves real-world problemssafely and efficiently. It provides an important methodof analysis that is easily verified, communicated, and un-derstood. Across industries and disciplines, simulationmodelling pro- videos valuable solutions by giving clearinsights into complex systems. Overall, multiple scenariosmay be explored very quickly by varying parameters. Theycan be inspected and queried while in action and comparedagainst each other. Therefore, the modelling and simula-tion results give analysts, engineers, and managers alikeconfidence and clarity. One of the main simulation andmodelling software is AnyLogic, where the modelling andthe simulation will be implemented. In this project, sys-tem dynamics (SD) and agent-based (AB) models are used.It is a hybrid approach that combines these two method-ologies.
5.1. Agent Based simulation

An agent-based (AB) model is a computational model forsimulating the actions and interactions of autonomousagents to understand the system’s behaviour and whatmonitors its outputs. AB is a bottom-up approach. TheAB simulation model consists of three components whichare the agents, the environment, and the time. In anagent-based model, a system is modelled as a collectionof decision-making entities called Agents. The agents areprogrammed to behave an interact with other agents andthe environment in certain ways depending on time. Theseinteractions produce emergent effects that may differ fromthe effects of individual agents. Each agent assesses itssituation and decides a base of a set of rules. Agent-basedmodels focus on micro-level interactions between entities.In Anylogic it is possible to insert the GIS Map Locationand rearrange the size of the map and change the routingservers from default to AnyLogic Routing servers. Next,we create the agents and place them on the map. In thissupply chain GIS model, it contains one distribution center,several retailers spread across an urban area, and a fleet ofVan-trailers that deliver the product from the distributorto retailers. In the AnyLogic PLE window, To the left ofthe graphical editor you can see the Projects view and thePalette view sharing the same area. The Projects view pro-vides access to AnyLogic models that are currently openedin the workspace. The workspace tree provides easy navi-gation throughout the models. The Palette view containsall graphical elements that you can add onto the graphi-cal editor of your agent simply by dragging and dropping.Model elements are grouped by categories in a number ofpalettes. The right side of the workspace contains Proper-ties view, which allows to view and modify the propertiesof the currently selected model element(s).By adding vehicle agent, we introduce the Van-Trailers
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Figure 5. Layout of Agent-vehicle movement algorithm from distributor to the retailer.

in the simulation model. Here we develop the agent fromthe scratch. We create by using the 2D images van from theAnylogic library. Now, we start to develop the algorithm formovement of the Van-Trailer from the distribution centerto each retailer as shown in figure 5.We have drawn the states. Now it is time to define howthe agent (van) will be switching from one state to another.To draw a transition, double- click the Transition elementin the State chart palette to activate its drawing mode. Nowdraw a transition by clicking inside the state that it goesfrom, then click the border of the state that it leads to. Aftersuccessful element connection, the point of connectionwill be highlighted in the green color.Now we create the algorithm where trucks will starttheir movement to a randomly chosen retailer. We updatethe transition’s trigger type to triggered by message as infigure 5. The message is sent when both of these condi-tions are fulfilled.
• In the warehouse, the goods have been loaded onto thevan and possibly onto the trailer.• The randomly chosen retailer is ready to receive andpossibly unload the goods from the trailer.

To find the distance travelled by the Van-Trailer, we usegetDistanceGIS(warehouse, retailer) function in figure 5that accept as input the latitude and longitude positionsof both the warehouse and retailer. During the exit of thevan-trailer, the travel time, travel distance data is collectedto compare the difference in the freight travellers and de-livered to the retailer by using the autonomous latchingcapable trailer to manual latching trailer.The urban logistic network simulation model is cre-

ated using AnyLogic 8 PLE, a software from the AnyLogicCompany. AnyLogic is widely used for studies in the fieldof logistics, transportation, supply chains. AnyLogic isbased on Java and provides high modelling flexibility. Inthe figure 5 shows the algorithm used to create the logisticnetwork in the Anylogic software.
5.2. System Dynamics modelling

System Dynamics (SD) is a modelling and simulation toolin management fields. Now, it became widely used in mod-elling real-world problems in economy, socioeconomic,and ecology. SD modelling provides a series of concep-tual and quantitative methods to understand and simulatenon-linear and complex interactions between system el-ements via feedback loops and provide measures for thefuture effects of decision-making processes by presentingthe possible effects in advance and explaining long-termresults. SD models are built based on the system structureand use differential equations to describe its behavior. SDis a top-down approach.
5.2.1. Demand Representation of each retailerIn the SD approach we started the model by giving theRetailer orders. This demand is considered as total ware-house order is divided into the retailer order and van or-ders.
5.2.2. Flow movement from distributor to retailerAfter splitting the demand order to trailer order and vehi-cle order, the total warehouse order is released from theinventory. From the warehouse, the load is distributed to
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different retailers.
5.2.3. Return goods symbiosisThe return goods of each retailer are moved back to thewarehouse, where the sorting and order of the productsare done. To reduce the overall expenses and increase therevenue of the freights we use symbiosis method to reusethe return goods to the warehouse and reuse the freightsto deliver to different order by same or different retailer.
5.2.4. Cost, revenue, and profit calculationsThe total stock delivered to the retailer with the total costis calculated for each scenario. Similarly total revenue ofeach retailer stock is calculated as well as the Total profitfrom return packages symbiosis.
6. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The simulation refers to the urban area of Genoa (Italy).The distribution center is held in Bolzaneto.

Figure 6. Case study area.

Five retailers are spread in a urban area which is about30Km2. The distance between the distribution center andthe urban area where the 5 retailers are held is about 12 Km.The case study area is shown in Figure 6. During the day,the time required to reach the urban area from the ware-house is about 0.3h. During the night (when the deliveryis carried out in Scenario 4), the travel time drops downto 0.17 h. Here with the data used for all the simulationexperiments
• Autonomous Latching time up to 5 mins• Autonomous Unlatching time 10mins• Manual latching 15mins• Manual unlatching 10mins• Van Load Capacity 3300kg• Trailer Load capacity 1500kg• Extra van load capacity (scenario 4 driverless): 200 Kg

Freight demand of each retailer is different. The total

Table 1. parameters of each scenario
Parameter Timecycle(h) Timedelivery(h) Fleetdimension

Scenario1 3.60 14.40 2Scenario2 4.02 12.05 3Scenario3 3.85 11.55 2Scenario4 2.59 5.19 1

daily freight demand = 10000 kg
• Retailer1 = 1800 kg• Retailer2 = 2400 kg• Retailer3 = 2800 kg• Retailer4 = 3000 kg

The delivery time window is 8 hours. All the freight de-mand has to be delivered by within this time window. Sce-nario 1: according to the vehicle capacity, 4 trips are re-quired in order to deliver the total freight demand. In sce-nario 2 and 3 the number of required trips is 3 since thevehicle capacity is higher and in scenario 4 it is 2 since thecapacity is even higher because there is not any driver. Thetime to complete deliveries in the area around each retaileris about 4 h in the scenarios 1, 2 and 3. In scenario 4 it isabout 3.5 h since the mean speed is higher since the trafficflows are lower. The cycle time is given by: loading timein the warehouse+ travel time for the return trip (ware-house/urban area) + delivery time + latching/unlatchingtime. According to the assessed cycle times, it is possi-ble to assess the number of trips that each vehicle is ableto perform in the available time window in each scenario.Given the cycle times, the fleet dimension is assessed ineach scenario and reported in table1.

Figure 7. Total cost per day comparison of each scenario.

The total cost per day of each scenario is compared asshown in figure 7. The total cost per day to complete thedelivery service is:
= requiedtrips ∗ Timecycle ∗ 0.5 + Fleet ∗ Vcost360 ∗ 15 (4)

The comparison of delivery time of each scenario isshown in figure 8. The delivery time by each scenario
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Figure 8. The Total delivery time comparison of each scenario.

is
= demand

van + trailercapacity ∗ Timecycle (5)

7. Conclusion

The problem of goods deliveries in urban areas was ad-dressed. A logistics system was proposed whereby goodsare first delivered to a distribution center/warehouse in thesuburban area and from there deliveries in the urban areaare made by vans with trailers. The trailer makes it possi-ble to increase the load capacity of the vans and thus reducethe number of trips required. A model is proposed to makethe coupling/uncoupling of the trailer autonomous so as toalso reduce the time required for the operation. Four sce-narios were compared: traditional vans without trailers;traditional vans to which trailers can be added manually;traditional vans with autonomous coupling capable trail-ers; autonomous vans with autonomous coupling capabletrailers. A simulator has been implemented with Anylogicto assess the benefits of the proposed system for the casestudy of Genoa. The scenarios were compared on the ba-sis of the daily cost, the daily revenue and the daily profitfrom the point of view of the logistic service provider. Theenvironmental impact of the logistic service is not takeninto account since the vans are electrically powered in allthe scenarios. In the proposed system, the goods in thetrailer are all addressed to a single business while the smallparcels in the van are distributed door-to-door to individ-ual recipients. Another more promising system will beevaluated in the next future: in this system trailers areused as unattended collection points where individual re-cipients will pick up their small parcels while large goodsaddressed to individual businesses will be distributed tothem by the van. The next step is then to load autonomousdroids, loaded with small parcels, into the trailer. Oncethe trailer is parked in the urban area, the droids will au-tonomously proceed with door-to-door deliveries withoutthe need for individual recipients to reach the trailer forpicking up their parcels. Droids suitable for this functionalready exist, for example the Yape from e-Novia
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